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About This Game

This is a short exciting hardcore puzzle-platform game about a lonely robot, which tries to find his master. To go all the way
you'll have to look for the master in two dimensions at the same time. Parallel world module will help to overcome any

obstacles!

unusual gameplay, travel through two worlds to reach the goal;

game possibilities increase as you progress through;

more than 50 levels in the main campaign;

level editor allows you to add your own puzzles;
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I was completely enchanted from minute one. How can this game be just $1!? Underpriced game of the year?. Its a pretty
challenging game. Something to note is that this isn't anything super special, but its still fairly fun. The controls are... interesting
and the UI can be kinda awkward, but I do like the concept and the game isn't bad.. Pure cancer. xD. Buy if you like the
nostgalia of old Flash games. It's good to kill time.

Cons: Does not tell you the controls right off the bat, and when you do find them, it's kind of awkward to do the shift in the
game as well as jump, which is heavily required. Jump is on Z and the shift is on Shift. I would have preferred for Jump to be
the Up Arrow key, like the Flash games this was inspired by.. chalenging, I like it. Truthfully, I never normally play these types
of games, but so far I'm really liking this game!
It's so cute, it's interesting, it's simple, and has dope\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665music.
You should play it, it's a fun lil game
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The game's saving feature is it's price, which should give you a pretty good indication of it's length and complexity. It would
sorely benefit from some in-game tutorials to get you acquainted with the controls and obstacles in the environment. As it
stands, it can devolve into a bit of frustrating trial and error as new ideas are introduced but not explained. But despite that, the
low price suggests that the developer knew what the game's limits were and that it's just a fun time waster (and it is fun when
you start to get the hang of it). And that's a lot more integrety than many develoeprs have, who will regularly charge more
money for less of a product than even this.. Cool, really cool.
BUT
IT
IS
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING
HARD. Refund. Thanks.
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